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Message from
the Director
This is the last column I
will write as CALPRO
Director. I will deeply
miss working with all
of you to plan and
coordinate professional
development for California's
adult educators; however,
it simply is time for me
to relax my work schedule and devote
more time to my home and family
life. Over the past seven years, I have
been privileged to work alongside
many of you, conceptualizing and
delivering research-based professional
development designed to improve
practice and, ultimately, increase student
learning gains. It has been an exciting
journey, and I thank you for your support
over the years.
I know you share my pride in the many
CALPRO accomplishments of the past
seven years. With your help, CALPRO
has achieved the following:
• Developed 36 research-based
workshop modules on a variety of topics
for teachers and administrators and
certified more than 190 persons to
facilitate these workshops;
• Coordinated the services of 10
professional
development
centers
(PDCs) across the state to deliver
professional development;
• Hosted not one, but two, national
research symposia, Meeting of the Minds
(in 2004 and again in 2006), bringing to
California nationally recognized adult
education researchers to dialogue with
practitioners and to bridge research to
practice;
• Produced research-based publications
on diverse topics such as culturally
relevant teaching, learner persistence,
teacher change, and reading instruction;
• Conducted study circle facilitator
training on learner persistence and on
reading instruction, resulting in more than
100 agencies hosting study circles for
their staff members and discussing
programmatic refinements;
Continued on page 2...

HIGHLIGHTS OF CALPRO ACTIVITIES FOR FALL 2008
This column lists the many and varied activities that CALPRO has recently accomplished
as well as those that are in progress.

New Model of Professional Development
CALPRO and the California Department of Education, Adult Education Office, are
collaborating on designing and implementing a new model of professional
development for California's adult educators. The new model involves a shift from
regional professional development centers that have traditionally provided services
to a site-based model. In the new model, local agencies will play a greater role in
assessing and prioritizing the professional development needs of their staff
members and coordinating professional development events.
CALPRO offers various supports to local agencies in this effort; these include
• Guidelines for conducting discussion groups using CALPRO publications
(www.calpro-online.org/pubs.asp);
• Training for facilitators to conduct study circles with agency staff
(www.calpro-online.org/adminPages/studyCircles.asp);
• Workshops and contact information of certified workshop facilitators
(see pp. 3-4);
• Online courses (see p. 6);
• Learning Communities initiative (see p. 2);
• Professional Development Resource Guide (www.calpro-online.org/
o_guides/default.asp);
• Online resources, publications, and links to national and state
organizations (www.calpro-online.org/links.asp); and
• Telephone guidance and support (call 1-800-427-1422).
New Professional Development Modules
On June 25-27, more
than 100 adult education
administrators and teachers
f r o m a c r o s s t h e s ta t e
participated in the Training
-of-Trainers’ Institute in Los
Angeles. CALPRO staff and
consultants unveiled three
new modules at the To T.
The new modules are
Project-Based Learning,
Student-Centered Learning,
and The Administrator
as Instructional Leader.
Participants at the Training-of-Trainers’ Institute
CALPRO also introduced two
demonstrate a group activity during the Math
newly revised modules:
Instructional Strategies workshop.
Managing the ESL Multilevel
Class and Math Instructional Strategies: Algebra Readiness and Algebra. CALPRO
certified all participants who completed the sessions as workshop facilitators.
Agencies interested in sponsoring CALPRO workshops on-site should contact
CALPRO at 1-800-427-1422 (toll-free) or at 916-286-8816.
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• Designed and delivered a diverse
program of online course offerings;
• Led a field-based research initiative in
which we trained teachers to test
interventions to enhance learner
persistence and published the results of
these studies;
• Refined and streamlined the
application process for Programs of
Excellence and facilitated the California
Department of Education award to 40
programs; and
• Enhanced the offerings of the annual
Adult Education Leadership Institute
and added 114 graduates to the roll.
Perhaps the most significant CALPRO
contribution has been the design and
delivery of the Learning Communities
Initiative for Site-Based Professional
Development. Since 2006, CALPRO
has conducted this annual institute to
encourage participating agencies to
establish
professional
learning
communities and to craft site-based
professional development plans. In
short, all of our work over the past
seven years has been designed to
teach practitioners to use research to
inform and guide practice.
The above activities, as well as others,
will continue well into the future under
new leadership. It is my pleasure to
introduce to you the new CALPRO
Director, Mariann Fedele. Mariann
comes to us from New York City, where
she has been director of the Regional
Adult Education Network. She also is
the facilitator of an electronic discussion
list on technology, sponsored by the
National Institute for Literacy. A
nationally recognized figure, Mariann
will bring to California a wealth of
skills and experience in professional
development and in technology. (See
bio on page 3.) Please join me in
welcoming Mariann.
In closing, I wish for you continued
success as you deliver outstanding
services to adult learners. Thank you for
your years of friendship and support.
Thank you, especially, for your
commitment to enhanced practice, to
continuous program improvement, and
to student success. It has been a
pleasure working with you. I shall miss
you, and I shall hold dear to my heart
the memories we share and the many
good things we have achieved together.

Learning Communities for Site-Based Professional Development
Once again, CALPRO is offering this initiative to support agencies in establishing
site-based professional development. Program administrators and professional
development specialists/lead teachers participate in multi-session trainings to
learn to establish professional learning communities among staff, assess staff
professional development needs, and draft an agency professional development
plan. This research-based model has shown positive effects for schools, teachers,
and for students. Over the past three years, 19 agencies have participated in this
initiative and successfully completed site-based professional development plans.
(See page 7 for participants’ articles.) For 2008-2009, CALPRO will select up to
12 agencies to participate. Applications for this year’s learning communities
initiative, available at www.calpro-online.org, are due November 3, 2008.
CALPRO’s Adult Education Leadership Institute
On July 23, 2008, after participating in ten days of professional development
sessions over a two-year period, 21 administrators graduated from the CALPRO
Adult Education Leadership Institute. The institute, which focuses on developing
participants’ skills along two primary dimensions—effective management and
quality leadership—is designed for persons with three or fewer years as an adult
education administrator. According to Dawn Buboltz of Chaffey Adult School, “The
Leadership Institute has provided great research-based, professional
presentations around the various leadership themes and the Programs of
Excellence. I value the relationships that were built through the Institute and the
increased confidence it has given me as an adult education leader.” The
application for the 2009-2010 Leadership Institute is available on the CALPRO
Web site at www.calpro-online.org.

2008 Leadership Institute graduates and session facilitators

The 2008 Leadership Institute Graduates are
Alma Angelo
Dawn Buboltz
Linda Carlton
Bryce Custodio
Bradley Frazier
Lucia Jimenez
Gladys Kiefer
LeAnn Killam
Stephanie Lewis
Karen Malkiewicz
Jacqueline Matranga
Thomas Orput
Helder Pinheiro
José Luis Reynoso, Jr.
Jared Rogers
Adriana Sánchez-Aldana
Valerie Simpson
Judith Solovieff
Sherry Spencer
Terry Tanner
Jessica Wilder
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San Bernardino Adult School
Chaffey Adult School
San Ysidro Adult School
Dublin Unified School District
San Leandro Adult School
Fresno Adult School
Corona-Norco Adult School
Azusa Adult School
North Valley Occupational Center
Elk Grove Adult and Community Education
Old Marshall Adult Education Center
Berkeley Adult School
Fresno Adult School
Bassett Adult School
Murrieta Valley Adult School
Montgomery Adult School
Fresno Adult School
Vallejo Adult School
Central Union Adult High School District
Milpitas Adult Education
New Haven Adult School

Introducing
Introducing the
the CALPRO
CALPRO Director
Director
The American Institutes for
Research and the California
Department of Education, Adult
Education Office, are pleased to
announce that Mariann Fedele
has been appointed to assume
the role of CALPRO Director,
effective October 20, 2008.
Mariann has extensive experience
in planning and leading professional
development and has gained
national recognition as the
moderator of the National
Institute for Literacy's electronic
discussion list on technology (see bio below). Mariann will be
located at the AIR/CALPRO office in Sacramento. We are
extremely fortunate to have someone with Mariann’s
background to lead CALPRO into the future. Please join us in
welcoming Mariann to California adult education. Look for her at
upcoming conferences and other professional development
events.
Bio of Mariann Fedele
Mariann Fedele, Ed.M., is a Senior Research Analyst with the
American Institutes for Research in Sacramento, where she is
Director of the California Adult Literacy Professional
Development Project (CALPRO), effective October 20, 2008.
From 2001 through 2007, she led professional development
initiatives on behalf of the New York State Education Department
(NYSED) as a staff developer at the Literacy Assistance Center
and Director of the New York City Regional Adult Education
Network. As moderator of the National Institute for Literacy
(NIFL) Technology and Literacy Discussion list, a role she has

filled since 2004, she leads a nationwide discussion of more
than 700 adult education practitioners on research, policy,
and practice related to the use of technology in adult
education.
Mariann has a rich history of designing and implementing
professional development. In 2004, she conducted the
research, development, and delivery of a professional
development curriculum titled “Creating Bridges in our
Community,” which introduced 400 NYC Department of
Education practitioners to the principles of working with
non-native English speakers. In 2005 through a grant with
NYC's community broadcast network, she conducted the
research, development, and delivery of a media literacy and
digital video project with 15 adult literacy program
instructors and their students. This project resulted in the
production of student-made digital videos that were
broadcast on the Manhattan Neighborhood Network,
screened at the NYC ABE conference, and presented at
TESOL 2006. In 2007, in partnership with NYSED and
NIFL, she developed and delivered a professional
development curriculum built on Bridges to Practice,
addressing learning disabilities issues and policies to all
NYC adult literacy programs. In her 17 years in the field,
she has been involved in instruction, program management,
policy advisement, professional development, and system
building. A member of the Association of Adult Literacy
Professional Developers executive board, Mariann also is a
founder of the NYC College Transition Network (a project
developed in partnership with the World Education) and
NYC GED Testing Network developed in partnership with
the NYSED.

Site
Site Administrators’s
Administrators’s FAQ:
FAQ:
Process
Process for
for Scheduling
Scheduling CALPRO
CALPRO Workshops
Workshops
As part of a move towards site-based professional
development, the California Department of Education and
CALPRO encourage California adult schools and WIA Title II
funded agencies to use research-based adult education
workshops for site-based professional development
opportunities for their staff members. Over the past seven
years, CALPRO has trained more than 190 California adult
educators to deliver workshops on various topics. These
facilitators are available at your request to help you ensure that
your teaching staff continues to grow professionally.
How can my school sponsor CALPRO workshops?
Administrators and teachers know best the kinds of professional
development needed at your site. The administrator’s role is to
determine which workshops to offer during the upcoming year.
We recommend that the administrator identify a staff person
responsible to handle the logistics of organizing professional
development workshops. Scheduling workshops, duplicating
materials for the workshops, and setting up audiovisual and
other equipment can be managed by your support staff. Paying
for the workshop facilitators’ travel and honoraria, either by your
own agency, in partnership with another agency, or as a feebased class, can be managed locally by the administrator.

CALPRO staff will help you identify workshop facilitators, and
the facilitators will provide you with reproducible workshop
materials.
What workshop topics are available to my staff?
The CALPRO Web site lists all the workshops available
through CALPRO: www.calpro-online.org/training.asp. (The
list of workshops also is available on page 4.) Researchbased workshops specific to ABE, ASE, and ESL content are
available, as well as workshops related to good instructional
Continued on page 4...
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practice important for all content areas. Examples include
Learner Goal Setting; Enhancing Learner Persistence; StudentCentered Learning; Project-Based Learning; Effective Lesson
Planning; Designing Programs for Adults with Learning
Disabilities; and many more. Administrators will find workshops
such as Guide to Smart Fiscal Management; Key to Personnel
and Legal Issues; The Administrator as Instructional Leader; and
Creating a Site-Based Professional Development Plan.
How can I identify facilitators to conduct workshops at my agency?
First, determine the workshop(s) that you want to host at your
agency. Then call CALPRO at 1-800-427-1422 (toll-free) or at
916-286-8816 and tell us the workshop title(s). We will provide
you with the names and contact information of the facilitators
trained to conduct the workshops. You can then contact the
facilitator(s) and negotiate workshop dates and honoraria.
What is a reasonable amount to pay workshop facilitators?
In the past, CALPRO workshop facilitators received a $250
honorarium for a three-hour (half-day) workshop, plus travel
costs, if needed. We encourage administrators to adhere to the
same fee structure. The current state mileage reimbursement
rate is $0.585 per mile.
After I arrange a workshop date with a facilitator, how do I
get workshop materials?
All certified CALPRO workshop facilitators have access to
materials for the workshop(s) on which they have been trained.
We recommend that you have a staff person obtain a copy of the
workshop participants’ handout packet from the facilitator and
make copies for the number of staff members you anticipate will
attend the workshop. All workshops require either an LCD
projector, laptop computer, and screen, or an overhead projector
and screen. The workshop facilitator(s) will bring either a flash
drive of the PowerPoint slides or overhead transparencies,
whichever visual is the appropriate format for your site. It is also
helpful to have either a flipchart or a chalk board. In some cases,
a workshop includes a brief video (e.g., ESL Teacher Training
through Video series; Questioning Strategies; Designing
Programs for Adults with Learning Disabilities; Managing the
ESL Multilevel Class). Be sure to ask the workshop facilitator if
you need to have a TV/VCR or DVD available for the workshop.
Workshops Available Through CALPRO
The following CALPRO-developed workshops are available for
agencies that host site-based professional development
opportunities for their staff members:
Advising the Adult Learner: The Teacher's Role
Becoming a Program of Excellence
Creating a Site-Based Professional Development Plan:
(1) Planning for Results, and
(2) Evaluating Results
Designing Programs for Adults with Learning Disabilities:
(1) Understanding Learning Disabilities,
(2) Effective Instruction Strategies, and
(3) Planning for Instruction
Differentiating Instruction:
(1) Introduction to Differentiating Instruction, and
(2) Strategies for Success
Effective Lesson Planning
English for All
Enhancing Learner Persistence

Just-in-Time Leadership:
(1) Guide to Smart Fiscal Management, and
(2) Key to Personnel and Legal Issues
Learner Goal Setting
Madison Heights and Lifelines
Managed Enrollment
Managing the ESL Multilevel Class:
(1) Planning a Multilevel Lesson, and
(2) Effective Classroom Strategies
Math Instructional Strategies:
(1) Algebra Readiness, and
(2) Algebra
Mentoring:
(1) What You Need to Know, and
(2) What You Need to Do
Organizing and Monitoring Instruction to Improve
Learning Gains
Presentation and Facilitation Skills
Project-Based Learning:
(1) Project Planning, and
(2) Assessing Progress
Research-Based Adult Reading Instruction:
(1) Alphabetics and Fluency, and
(2) Vocabulary and Comprehension
SCANS: How to Manage a SCANS Classroom
Student-Centered Learning
Teaching Critical Thinking:
(1) Critical Thinking and Metacognition, and
(2) Problem Solving and Decision-Making
The Administrator as Instructional Leader
Understanding the Adult Learner:
(1) Adult Learning and Development, and
(2) Facilitating Adult Learning
Using Questioning Strategies to Improve Instruction:
(1) Questioning Strategies that Improve Cognition, and
(2) Designing Questioning Strategies
CALPRO also maintains files of, and can make available for
your use, those workshops developed through the ESL
Teacher Institute, as follows:
Teacher Training through Video: Cooperative Learning:
(1) Creating a Cooperative Climate;
(2) Key Components of Cooperative Learning;
(3) Jigsaw; and
(4) Lesson Planning
Teacher Training through Video: ESL Techniques:
(1) Beginning Literacy;
(2) Dialogue/Drill;
(3) Early Production;
(4) Focused Listening;
(5) Information Gap;
(6) Language Experience;
(7) Lesson Planning;
(8) Life Skills Reading;
(9) Narrative Reading;
(10) Problem Solving;
(11) Role Play; and
(12) Total Physical Response
Teaching Grammar Communicatively
Teaching Pronunciation in Context
Writing
Please call the CALPRO office at 1-800-427-1422 (toll-free) or
916-286-8816 if you have questions about hosting workshops.
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Creating a Culture of Professional Learning:
A Shift from Teaching to Learning
by Mary Ann Corley, CALPRO

The purpose of schools is student learning. A significant factor
in determining whether students learn is quality teaching.
Quality teaching is acquired through continuous professional
learning. And the most promising context for continued
professional learning is the professional learning community
(Hord, 2008).
Professional learning teams offer
a powerful vehicle for enhancing
instruction and improving student
learning. Numerous studies indicate that
this form of professional development, in
which teachers learn together, engage in
discussion around instructional issues,
share ideas, and problem solve together
is more powerful than professional
development events that individual staff
members attend for their own personal
growth (McLaughlin & Talbert, 1993; Hord, 1997).
However, it takes knowledge and skill to establish, support,
and maintain a learning community. It also takes a concerted
effort both on the part of administrators and of teachers to
ensure that the learning community moves from discussions
centered solely on refining teaching to discussions about
improving student learning. Graham and Ferriter (2008) found
that the “work of professional learning teams progresses from
a focus on teaching to a focus on learning” through effective
dialogue and reflection, two key components in building a
professional learning community.
Michael Fullan (2005) describes three cultural shifts that
professional learning communities experience: (1) a shift from
teaching to student learning; (2) a shift from a culture of
teachers working in isolation to a culture of collaboration; and
(3) a shift in focus from the inputs of teaching to student
outcomes and from instructional intentions to results.
As participants come to value time spent in shared problem
solving, professional learning teams move through distinct
stages (Graham and Ferriter, 2008). It is helpful for
administrators to recognize these stages so they can provide
appropriate support to help learning teams grow.
The early stages in the life of professional learning teams
include filling the time at meetings and sharing personal
practices. At the first meeting, participants will want to know
what is expected of them. Their questions may include Why
are we here?, What's in it for me?, What do we have to do?,
How much time will it take? Just as the first class session for
our adult students must be practical, relevant, and energizing,
so must be the first professional learning team session for our
staff members—or they will not return to future sessions.
The first meeting should include a sample agenda that
participants can adjust, as needed. The agenda should not
address too many issues because the session time must be

comfortably filled—with participants struggling neither to cover
all items on the agenda nor to add items to fill the allotted time.
The first meeting should set clear expectations of participants,
define tasks, and suggest team roles.
The work of the first few meetings is
in establishing a learning team in
which participants share knowledge
and practice. Therefore, it is helpful
in the first few meetings to pose
problems related to instruction
and invite teachers to share
their suggestions and successful
practices and experiences. Such
discussions help establish interpersonal
dialogue among team members.
After sharing instructional practices,
individual team members must
engage in reflection on their own practice; this results in
teacher learning and improved instruction. The next step is to
encourage teams to shift the focus from individual efforts to
improve instruction to collaborative ones. For example,
teacher teams can create a mini-lesson on a specific topic
(e.g., the voting process in the United States, using a brief
video as a stimulus to encourage higher-order thinking skills).
All teachers can facilitate the same mini-lesson and then
share their experiences within their learning team.
The next stages in the development of professional learning
teams involve reviewing and using student data to guide
changes in practice. Because many teachers lack experience
in reviewing data, program leaders must provide the
structures and tools for effective data analysis. Teams can
review student data to determine whether students are
learning, whether there are some red flags in the data, and
whether, by digging deeper, the team can determine root
causes of the red flags.
When a learning team knows how to analyze and use data,
the result often is a highly motivated team that is driven by
results. When the team spots patterns in school data, team
members work together to problem solve collaboratively.
There is power in the collective wisdom of the group—more so
than in the wisdom of the individual teacher. This is the stage
in which the shift from teaching to learning occurs, and it is the
stage in which teams need the greatest support (Graham &
Ferriter, 2008). Leaders must be non-judgmental and must
create a safe environment so that team members willingly
review school data and do not become defensive about their
class data. To preserve teacher anonymity in the early stages,
classes can be identified by numbers or letters, not by
individual teacher names. The idea is to separate the person
from the practice. Leaders must stress that data analysis is
about improving outcomes, not about judging individuals. The
goal of the learning community is to encourage teachers to
work to enhance instruction and, ultimately, student learning.
Continued on page 6...
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Online
Online Options
Options in
in Professional
Professional Development
Development
instructors through various competencies for teaching adult
basic education in California. This course is a companion to
the Orientation for New ESL Teachers course, launched in
Spring 2008. Both courses are available year-round and
entirely online, as is registration. These self-study courses
foster independent learning, given that participants work
without other participants or a facilitator. Individuals decide
when and how much time they will devote to the course.

Meet a CALPRO Online Course
Facilitator: Jayme Adelson-Goldstein
During her 25-year (and
counting) career, Jayme has
been an adult ESL teacher,
coordinator, teacher-advisor,
professional development specialist,
and distance learning curriculum
consultant. She has worked with
UCLA Education Extension, the
Los Angeles Unified School
District, CALPRO, OTAN, and
the ESL Teacher Institute and
has conducted workshops across the United States
and Canada. Recently, Jayme has begun facilitating
online workshops and classes, embracing this new
adventure to connect with fellow educators through yet
another delivery method. The most recent CALPRO
online course Jayme led is Managing the ESL
Multilevel Class, in which she engaged class
participants through written reflections and lively
discussion, supplemented by real-time conversations.
Jayme is the co-author of The Oxford Picture
Dictionary and the series director of Step Forward:
English for Everyday Life.

Facilitated Online Courses
Additionally, this fall CALPRO is offering four discussionbased online courses facilitated by subject-area experts:
• Effective Lesson Planning;
• Enhancing Learner Persistence;
• Designing Programs for Adults with Learning
Disabilities, Session 1: Awareness for Adult
Educators; and
• Just-in-Time Leadership: Smart Fiscal Management for
Adult School Administrators

Last year, CALPRO conducted 18 facilitated online courses
with a total enrollment of 325 participants and produced two
self-directed online courses for new adult education
instructors.
New Self-Directed Online Courses
In September 2008, CALPRO launched Orientation for New
ABE Teachers. This self-study course guides new

In October, CALPRO will pilot Questioning Strategies to
Improve Instruction, Session 1: Questioning Strategies that
Improve Cognition, its newest facilitated online course,
before offering it again in January 2009. Each of these
discussion-based courses lasts about four weeks;
participants can log on at their convenience any time within a
given week to access materials, network and interact with
peers, and complete assignments. CALPRO is continuing to
enhance its program of online courses with multimedia and
optional live meetings on the Web.
For registration, a course catalog, and additional information,
visit www.calpro-online.org/onlineCourses.asp.

Continued from page 5...

Creating a Culture of Professional Learning
The next stages in the development of professional learning
teams involve follow-up actions and reflection on
instruction. Now that the learning team has used data to
identify areas for improvement, the team needs to respond
instructionally. Teams at this stage are high-performing in
that they do not respond as individuals but rather take
collective responsibility for student success. The leader now
can pose questions such as, At what point in the semester
do we have the highest student attrition rate?, Which
practices have we found work best to reduce student
attrition?, What practices can we put in place to increase
student retention?, Which of our instructional practices
have been most effective?, What instructional practices can
we put in place to increase student learning? Leaders need
to be open to rethinking school processes such as
orientation, testing, student support services, etc., because
it is at this point that real change happens.

have been successful in their efforts to establish strong
learning teams that, in turn, have effected positive program
changes.
For more information on the various resources and supports
related to establishing professional learning teams, contact
the CALPRO office (1-800-427-1422).

Since 2005, CALPRO has helped local agency teams build
professional learning communities and draft site-based
professional development plans. Participating agencies
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The
The Peer
Peer Coaching
Coaching Plan
Plan

WHAT’S THE WORD?
The Field Speaks
This page features articles from the CALPRO Learning
Communities initiative for 2007-2008. CALPROgress invites
readers interested in sharing their experiences, ideas, and
success stories related to professional development to send
their articles to Amy Park at apark@air.org.

New
New Teacher
Teacher Support
Support
Elk Grove Adult and Community Education (EGACE) is
committed to providing a quality learning experience and working
environment for its students and staff. To improve the overall
experience at EGACE, a group of veteran teachers, resource
teachers, and an administrator met over a six-month period and
created a site-based professional development plan for the
2008-2009 school year. Our intended audience was new
EGACE teachers, and our targeted change was to revise and
create a more effective and efficient means of training new
teachers in order to retain them and increase student outcomes
and learner persistence. Our cohort will continue to meet through
the 2008-2009 school year to evaluate and improve our
mentoring skills.
Our new teacher plan includes three areas of support for new
teachers.
(1) Site-based workshop series presented by an invited
CALPRO Trainer (Understanding the Adult Learner, Learner
Persistence, and Learner-Goal Setting);
(2) EGACE-developed training series featuring “Nuts and
Bolts,” online attendance training, curriculum training,
accountability (CASAS and TOPSpro) training, and
classroom management training; and
(3) Mentoring from resource and veteran teachers to new
teachers for ongoing classroom and one-on-one support.
Through the involvement in the above mentioned site-based
professional development activities for 2008-2009, new teachers
will be able to
a. Identify basic procedures for classroom organization and
management (both on the main campus and off-site
locations);
b. Demonstrate an awareness of the needs and goals of
adult learners; and
c. Locate and use available resources to achieve desired
student outcomes.
With the commitment, knowledge, and dedication of the
administration, resource, mentor, and veteran teachers at
EGACE, I am confident that our new site-based professional
development plan will increase the retention of new EGACE
teachers and, therefore, increase student outcomes and learner
persistence.
Stacey Westlake, Teacher
Elk Grove Adult and Community Education

In August of 2007, Metropolitan Adult
Education Program’s (MAEP) curriculum
specialists formed a Professional Learning
Community (PLC) aimed at improving
support for teachers. We met monthly or
as needed. One of our accomplishments
was disseminating and collecting 2,500
student surveys that helped identify
learners’ needs. We also created and
distributed a professional development
needs assessment to 171 teachers, with a return rate of 80.11
percent. As a result of both student and teacher surveys, the PLC
prepared a professional development plan that reflected the
desire of our teachers for greater instructional support through
peer coaching and observation techniques as well as the desire
for improved learner persistence.
After we gathered, analyzed, and evaluated research-based
information about mentoring and peer-coaching models,
methods, and forms, we began the real work of fashioning what
we wanted. First, we identified our guidelines for the project, and
then proceeded to address each of the steps. Next, we drafted
pre-/post-observation forms for both the coaching teacher and the
inviting teacher. We agreed to pilot the peer-coaching plan with
new English as a second language (ESL) teachers. When classes
ended in June, we handed over the project and our foundational
work to a PLC lead and three other experienced ESL teachers. I
acted as a resource person for the group. The team completed
MAEP's draft peer-coaching plan in early August. “Mentoring Adult
Education Instructors” session is our first planned professional
development offering of the year. Our next activities include
coordinating efforts to offer support and training to coaches,
working out scheduling and financing issues, and introducing
information about peer coaching at our program and site
meetings.
In January 2009, we will begin our pilot for the spring semester.
We will start with an informal visit at the beginning of the semester,
a minimum of three visits per semester, one per month. A pre-visit
meeting and then a post-visit meeting immediately after each
classroom visit are required. Participants receive remuneration for
their participation.
The Peer Coaching Plan allows for three possible in-class
strategies, observation, modeling, and cross-classroom visits.
Coaching strategies must reflect principles of adult learning, be
grounded in real-life teaching experience, foster problem solving
and reflection, and build on the teacher's knowledge and
experience.
Coaching teachers are selected by administrative nominations,
self-selected/volunteers, or by recommendation, and they must
be proficient in the skills required. Inviting teachers will be new
teachers (pilot in ESL), self-selected/volunteers, or by
recommendation. Peer matching is by invitation, teaching site, or
instructional level/student level. Before the process begins,
inviting teachers complete a needs assessment to identify skills
and knowledge areas they wish to work on. The coaching teacher
will also be given a needs assessment for training purposes.
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Researchto-Practice
Bridging the Gap Between
Research and Classroom Practice
for Adult Learners and Educators
A new CALPRO publication explores
issues of culture and culturally relevant
practice in adult education programs
and suggests several practical
strategies for educators. The research
digest, Culturally Relevant Practice,
highlights studies that identify issues of
cultural difference and provides
recommendations for making the
practice of adult education more
culturally relevant.
This digest begins with definitions of
culture and culturally relevant practice
and summarizes research studies that
document learners’ perceptions of
cultural dissonance experienced in
education settings.
The digest then offers suggestions for
ensuring that adult education programs
are culturally responsive to learners.
The publication discusses implications
for practice in the following four areas:
(1) Instructor’s cultural identity,
(2) Learners’ cultural identity,
(3) Inclusive curriculum, and
(4) Instructional methods and processes.
This digest is the newest of several
publications featured on the CALPRO
Resources Web page, where educators
can find the latest information on
relevant research. For a copy, visit
www.calpro-online.org/pubs.asp.

One-Stop
Registration
Web Site
for CALPRO, CASAS, and
OTAN workshops:
www.caadultedtraining.org
This newsletter is published
twice a year by CALPRO.
We welcome comments and
submissions of noteworthy items
related to professional development
in adult education and literacy.
Contact Amy Park at
apark@air.org,
or call 1-800-427-1422.

Calendar of
Upcoming Events
Sept. 25-26, 2008
Oct. 1-4, 2008
Oct. 9-11, 2008
Oct. 19-21, 2008
Nov. 11-14, 2008
Nov. 14-17, 2008
Jan. 28-30, 2009
Mar. 1-3, 2009

ACSA Professional Development Opportunity for
Adult Educators (www.acsa.org)
ProLiteracy Worldwide Annual Conference
(www.proliteracy.org)
International Reading Association (www.reading.org)
National Even Start Association Annual Conference
(www.evenstart.org)
American Association for Adult and Continuing
Education (www.aaace.org)
California Library Association Annual Conference
(www.cla-net.org)
CAEAA Conference (www.caeaa.org)
National Conference on Family Literacy
(www.famlit.org)

The Peer Coaching Plan

Continued from page 7...

In the relationship between type of training and impact, research by Joyce and
Showers indicates that coaching, study teams, and peer visits have the most
successful impact on teachers’ mastery of knowledge (90 percent), mastery of skills
(90 percent), and classroom application (80-90 percent). We will use a variety of
tools for ongoing evaluation. At the end of the coaching process, coaches and the
inviting teachers will complete evaluation surveys. CASAS scores and ADA will be
compared with baseline scores of the inviting teacher. We will document observed
changes in student and teacher behavior. At the conclusion of the first pilot, the PLC
will use these assessments to adjust and improve the plan as a means of ongoing
support for our teachers.
Marti Rao
ABE Curriculum Specialist and WASC Coordinator
Metropolitan Education District

RESOURCE CORNER
Challenges in Assessing for Postsecondary Readiness
National Commission on Adult Literacy
www.nationalcommissiononadultliteracy.org/content/assessmentmellard.pdf
The College Transition Toolkit
National College Transition Network
www.collegetransition.org/toolkit.html
The Fiscal Consequences of Adult Educational Attainment
National Commission on Adult Literacy
www.nationalcommissiononadultliteracy.org/content/fiscalimpact.pdf
The Importance of Social Interaction and Support for Women Learners:
Evidence from Family Literacy Programs
Goodling Institute for Research in Family Literacy
www.ed.psu.edu/goodlinginstitute/pdf/Research_Brief_2_Final.pdf
Reach Higher, America: Overcoming Crisis in the U.S. Workforce
National Commission on Adult Literacy
www.nationalcommissiononadultliteracy.org/report.html
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